Our objective is to recognise the user’s future demands today and provide the innovative solution.
A Word About Our Group 😊
Savitri Telecom Services (STS) is an ISO 9001:2000 certified dynamic organisation with a clear vision to provide the world’s best quality effective products with the best services to the industries.

Savitri Group’s core activities are marketing, manufacturing, installation, renting & servicing of instruments and other products related to the telecom, electronics, electrical, fiber optics & IT industries. We are suppliers of complete range of fiber optic components, tools, instruments & accessories for telecom, CATV, datacom, ISP, networking, service providers, cellular operators, contractors and manufacturers. We ensure the users to get the best quality products bench tested with strict high standard measures.

Savitri Telecom is a pioneer in the field of project, O&M & services. We have experienced and trained teams for various Wireline and Wireless projects.

Savitri Group is focusing on developing and manufacturing passive Fiber Optics, RF and Copper products, FTTH products, fabrication items, all type of enclosure, all type of networking products, active products and instruments to meet the demand of competitive communication market globally.

STS is also pioneer in the field of providing services. We are having well equipped service centres with fleet of well trained & experienced engineers to provide the best facility for repairs of all types of test equipments for telecom & other industries.

Our objective is to recognise the user’s future demands today & provide the innovative solution. And at the end, we want you with us, “Let’s grow together”.

We enjoy appreciation of our customers for our excellence and commitment to provide complete customer satisfaction.
We have strong reputation in the field of Fiber Optic, Wi-Fi, IBS, FTTH, CCTV, Security and Surveillance Solution.

Savitri Telecom is a pioneer in the field of Services. We have experienced and trained teams for various Wireline and Wireless Projects. STS is an ISO 9001:2000 certified dynamic Infrastructure Service Provider for Telecom, Catv, ISP and Utility sector. We have the expertise in OFC implementation, Trunkkey Project Solutions (OFC/Copper), Operation and Maintenance of OFC Networks (NLD/MAN), BTS Installation and Commissioning including Civil & Electrical works. We are the leaders in Broadband Installation (FTTH & XDSL) and have strong reputation in the field of CCTV, Security and Surveillance Solution/Service Providers. STS as being in service industry offer many services to customers. Few of our services are:

- We are having the efficient and fast executing teams for various wire line & wireless projects
- Complete Turnkey OFC projects including Trenching / Blowing / Optical Fiber Splicing/Termination work, Equipment/System installation, Network design and Complete Network testing
- Annual maintenance contracts for OFC Network / equipments, Broadband Installation
- System integration of computer network LAN/WAN designing, implementation, Testing and certification
- Installation and maintenance of CATV, CCTV, Security and surveillance, ISP networks with Optical Fibre and wireless backbone access
- Wi-Fi/ Wi-max Implementation
- POI Testing, Installation and Maintenance
- Consultancy for Network designing and implementation
- BTS installation and commissioning with complete civil and electrical works
- Tower Erection, Electrification and Maintenance
- OPGW Installation, Testing and Maintenance Power Cabling and Installation
- Power Backup Solutions (DG and Online /Offline UPS)
- AC/DC Regulated Power Supplies installations for Telecom Equipments
- Network Infrastructure Design and Implementation
- Network Equipment Integration and Testing
- Managed Network Services
- Wireless Networks Design, Installation and Deployment
- VPN Design, Installation and Deployment
- Video Conferencing Design Installation and Deployment
- IPTV Implementation Solutions, Design, Installation and Deployment
- Voice-over IP Solutions, Design, Installation and Deployment
- Network Security Solutions, Design, Installation and Deployment
- SDH/PDH Solutions, Design Installation and Deployment
- FTTH Installation. Savitri Telecom have already integrated FTTH in more than 200 sites all over India

STS is the leader in AMC, O&M of OFC Networks/LAN Networks/Equipment and all type of wireline & wireless projects

We have already integrated FTTH in more than 200 sites all over India
What We Offer

**OFC, COPPER, E-1, DATA TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS**
- Fusion Splicing machine (Single and Ribbon Fiber)
- Optical Time domain Reflectometers (OTDR)
- Optical Power meter for all Application
- Optical Laser source for all Application
- Visual fault locator for all Application
- Optical tester for all Application
- Back reflection meter for all Application
- Optical Variable attenuator for all Application
- Optical switch for all Application
- Optical Talk set, Clip on coupler, Live Fiber Identifier
- Optical Spectrum Analyzer
- SDH Analyzer
- CWDM Channel Checker
- DWDM Channel Checker
- Optical Network Management Tester (ONMS) etc.
- Cable fault Locator, Cable Route Tracer, Cable and Pipe Line Locator
- Data Network Analyzer for all Application
- Smart Class E-1 Tester
- Smart Class Ethernet
- XDSL Tester
- Telecom Protocol Analyzer
- Digital Communication Analyzer
- Data Network Tester
- ISDN Tester
- Triple Play Services Tester

**CATV NETWORK TESTER, DIGITAL VIDEO TEST INSTRUMENTS**
- Home Wiring Test System
- Digital Service Activation Meter
- Network Maintenance Sweeper meter
- Micro Stealth Signal Level Meter/DB Meter
- Stealth Digital Analyzer
- Video Analyzer
- RF Signal Level Meters for CATV (Analogue & Digital)
- Complete Range of Headend Testers / Analyzers for CATV

**NETWORK & ENTERPRISES, STRUCTURE CABLEING TEST INSTRUMENTS**
- Ethernet Network Management Tool
- Ethernet Network Tester
- Network Validator
- Network Certifier
- LAN Roamer
- Telephone Test Set
- Trace and Tone Detector
- Wireless Testing Wi Net window
- Wireless Network Analyzer
- Testifier
- Triporter
- Cable Tester And Fault Analyzer
- Satellite Signal Strength Meter
- Communication and Testing Kit
- Tone Tracer
- Security/Alarm Tone Generator
- Tone Detector and cable Finder ETC
WIRELESS, CDMA, GSM, RF TEST INSTRUMENT

- 3GMA Drive Test Tools
- Autonomous Coverage Tester
- RF Power Meters, RF Analyzers, VSWR Meters
- Multipurpose Base Station Tester / Analyzers

OTHER INSTRUMENTS

- Digital Multimeter
- Earth Tester
- Clamp Meter
- Oscilloscopes
- RF Signal Generator
- Frequency Counter
- Function Generator
- AC/DC Regulated Power Supplies
- DC/DC Converters

OPTICAL FIBER CABLE PRODUCTS RANGE

PASSIVE PRODUCTS

- All types of SM/MM Simplex/duplex Patch cord & Pigtail
- All types of SM/MM Simplex/duplex Adapter & Coupler
- All types of SM/MM Attenuator, Connectors
- Bare fiber adapter
- All types of Splitters / Couplers, WDM

- All Type SM/MM Ferrule
- Zirconia sleeve, Bronze sleeve, Mechanical Splice

ACTIVE PRODUCTS

- Complete range of Laser Diode module, PIN Diode module, InGaAs photo diode
- Complete range of PIN/TIA receiver, 155mbps transceiver
- All Type of Media Converter, Audio/Video Converters
- All Type of Switches and Routers

CABLE ACCESSORIES

- All Type OFC cables (SM, MM)
- All type of Optical Fiber Joint Enclosure
- Fiber Termination box
- All type of FDF/FMS/FDMS
- All type of Patch Panels
- All type of Racks
- All type of DDF
- LIU
- Splice Protection Sleeve
- Optical Cleaning kits
- Optical Cleaning Stic
- Optical Cleaning Cessate
- Optical Cleaning Liquid
- Optical Fiber Cleaning Spray
- PVC Ducts
What We Offer

OTHER ACCESSORIES
- All Type of Electrode for Splicing Machine
- All Type of Blade for Cleaver
- All Type of Cable
- Wrapping Gun
- Rodo Meter
- GPS
- Spares of All Equipments
- All Type of Battery
- Fiber Microscope
- Polishing Disc, Polishing Pad, Polishing Film, Epoxy
- Hot Air Gun
- Krone Tool, Crimping Tool, Wrapping and Unwrapping Tools

TOOLS
- All type of preparation tools
- OFC Tools
- Copper Tools
- Various type of Fiber Optic strippers
- Loose Tube Cutters
- Sheath Cutters, Duct Slitter
- Round cable cutters, Fiber Optic Jacket Removers
- Fiber Optic Kevlar Cutter, Duct Cutter/FRP Cutter
- High precision fiber Cleaver, Hand Cleaver
- Fiber optic connectorization kits

NETWORKING, INTERNET AND DATA PRODUCTS
- All type of Ethernet adapter
- All type of Networking Rack
- All type of Cat5/Cat6 Cable
- All type of Cat5/Cat6 Patch cord
- All type of Cat5/Cat6 Jack panel
- Faceplate
- Back Mounting Box
- Cable manager

RF PRODUCTS RANGE
- All Type of Co-axial Cables, Connectors & Adapters, Connectors for all kind of cables and Customised coaxial jumper cable
- All Type of RF Passive Components
- All Types of Antenna's, Radio Equipments, boots end Caps, Multi core termination kit, Feeder Clamp, Earthing kit, Weather proofing kits, etc
- All Types of earthing Kits

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
- All types of Power Cables, Accessories and Tools
- All types of Electrical Switches, Circuit breakers, Sockets
- All types of DCDB, ACDB, MCB Boxes and Enclosures
- Earthing Kits, Earthing Electrodes and Wires

SECURITY, CCTV AND SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS
- Analogue Cameras for CCTV & Surveillance Applications
- IP Cameras for CCTV & Surveillance Applications
- High Zoom, Night vision and Thermal Vision Cameras
- Video, Audio and Data Convertors
- DVRs, Video Monitors
Savitri Telecom is your one stop solution to all your Telecom Equipment and System maintenance and repair requirements. Our team of dedicated professionals will help you get your system back in running quickly saving your precious time and investment. When it comes to repair, you need it fast with precision and accuracy. Our equipment repair specialists are well trained and experienced. Solving your problem is our team’s priority.

Expect the quickest repair and replacement service at lowest charges. Service begins with dedicated with dedicated point of contact, guiding you through the whole process. You can bank on us as we offer service warranty on our repair work.

We have well equipped ISO: 9001-2000 certified service center with multiple work-stations & test-benches with latest facilities. Our fast turn around & quality repair service set us apart from all other competitors. Our service highlights:

- Fastest repair turn around response
- Detailed testing of repaired product for optimum performance / results
- Preventive maintenance offered aimed at reducing major failure
- Annual & regular maintenance contract offered for trouble free working
- Free service weeks conducted for esteemed industry partners

PRINCIPAL SUPPORTED

- JDSU/ACTERNA
- MILLER
- AFL
- 3M
- BIRLA-ERICSSON
- FIS
- LIFODAS/FOD
- NOYES
- OK
- VTL
- FUJIKURA
- SIEMENS
- METEC
- D-LINK
- KOC
- INNO
- FURUKAWA
- SUMITOMO
- AGILENT
- ANTRISU
- EXFO

Our fast turn around & quality repair service set us apart from all other competitors

Repair & Customer Support Services
Savitri Telecom is a renowned manufacturer and exporter of best quality Optical Fiber Cable Accessories and Fiber Optic products like OFC Joint Enclosures, Termination Box, Patch Panels, FDMS/FMS, All types of OFC Patch Cords & PigTails, adapters, connectors, attenuators, All types of RF Patch Cords, Connectors & Accessories, DDF, Splicing Protection Sleeve, ACDB, DCDB & MCB Enclosures, All types of networking products like Cable Managers & Jack Panels, Cat5e, cat6e patch cords for Ethernet, SMPS Supplies, DC to DC Converters and others. We are one of the leading manufacturer of fiber optic products. Our products backed by talented professionals, strong R & D department and state-of-the-art infrastructure.

Contact us for Customized Solutions

Our products backed by talented professionals, strong R & D department and state-of-the-art infrastructure.
Our Valued Customers
We are leading the industry with our prompt and fastest services in all the fields with our fleet of well trained and experienced engineers/executives.

SAVITRI TELECOM SERVICES
203, Ansal Chamber-II, 6, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi-110066
Tel: +91 11 26103358, 65955488, 41659383/4/5
Tele Fax: +91 11 26183229
E-mail: marketing@savitritelecom.com; st5@vsnl.net
Website: www.savitritelecom.com

OFFICE LOCATIONS: MUMBAI, KOLKATA, HYDERABAD, BANGLORE